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1 INTRODUCTION
The last decade has brought us a lot of innovations and break-
throughs in different areas of artificial intelligence (AI). We have
seen machines outperforming humans on tasks like image recogni-
tion [4, 11, 16] and games [19, 22]. Neural networks (NN) are one of
the driving forces in this wave of progress. As a result, successful
applications of NN created a lot of excitement and, most impor-
tantly, they gave us a hope that we could solve a lot of problems in
AI by simply leveraging large amounts of well annotated data with
ground truth labels, target measurements and perfect demonstra-
tions that, in this thesis, we will aggregate under the term direct
information. In robotics we do not have access to such abundant
sources of direct information because of several factors: robots are
diverse and expensive to run and operate, both in terms of time and
cost. Furthermore, robots often use very specific information, for
example, motor commands or special properties of objects, such as
orientation, friction coefficients of surfaces and materials or grasp-
ing points and configurations. These factors are highly dependent
on specific robot hardware and conditions of experiments making
standardization of datasets problematic. On top of that, in order to
operate in the real world robots have to deal with a wide range of
diverse conditions and adapt to new situations under noisy, incom-
plete and very limited data samples with non-trivial mapping to
direct information. By analogy, we will aggregate data with such
properties under the term indirect information. In other words, we
can only assume sparse access to direct information available to the
robot during its operation.

By sparsity of information we will refer to general lack of di-
rect information or data required to infer direct information (i.e.
information relevant for the task). Examples in robotics include
availability of a just a few data samples with direct information
or complete lack of them; availability of just a few data samples
with good observability of the state (or other forms of direct in-
formation, for example, optimal actions) among many others with
low observability; spatial and temporal sparsity of measurements,
where data samples are available with very low spatial or temporal
resolution or simply cannot cover the desired space. The central
theme of this thesis are methods that can better leverage limited or
sparsely available direct information and efficiently utilize sources
of indirect information.

To pursue our goal, we would like to leverage one of the main
advantages of neural networks - their representation (or expressive)
power that allows us learning complex dependencies with low in-
terpretability. On the other hand, we would like to combine it with
inspiration from compressed sensing that allows exact inference
of complex signals from temporally and spatially sparse measure-
ments, by exploiting sparsity of underlying structures in the signal.
We will go broader and enhance neural networks and the learning

algorithms with different forms of priors by structuring architec-
tures and learning algorithms. Thus, we can exploit regularities
in data for efficient learning from sparse information and we can
utilize indirect information extensively.

In this thesis, we will investigate how sparsity of information
exhibits itself in typical robotics sub-components, such as i) percep-
tion, ii) control, and iii) task specification. We show how we can
use deep neural networks in combination with special structures
introduced into the learning pipeline to enable efficient adaptation
under sparsity for successful operation of robotics systems in the
context of different problems.

In the first part, we will show how we can overcome sparsity of
perception of external contacts due to absence of measurements
frommore traditional sensors by utilizing complex and multi-modal
indirect measurements from tactile sensors. In the second part, we
will take a look at the problem of sparsity of rewards in reinforce-
ment learning (RL) that relate to the sparsity of information for
task interpretation. In the third part, we will take a look at the prob-
lem of safe and efficient learning of dynamics models and control
policies with sparsity of failure data samples.

2 SPARSITY IN PERCEPTION
We start with the sparsity in perception. One aspect that separates
robotics from other areas of application of AI is the necessity of op-
erating in a physical world and deal with contacts. Thus, estimating
different properties of contacts, such as locations and orientations
of applied forces (later summarized under the term point-of-contact
localization) is crucial for many areas of robotics. One of the most
common use cases is tool manipulation, where contact localiza-
tion between the tool and the environment (later referred as the
external contact) enables task verification. For example, if a robot
manipulates an object that it has to place on a table, it must detect
that the contact force is perpendicular to the bottom of an object
and originates on its bottom and not on the side.

Traditionally localization of external contacts is approached
using either vision or force-torque sensors. Vision provides very
sparse relevant observations for this problem, because the contact
surface is usually occluded by the manipulated and surrounding
objects in the environment. Force-torque sensors are not always
available on each robot, due to high cost. They also drift over time
and the localization methods based on force-torque sensors often
require accurate calibration and knowledge of kinematics and dy-
namics models of the robot. Therefore, we can simply assume the
scenario of ultimate sparsity of the information about external con-
tacts, i.e. sparsity or absence of traditional sensory measurements
for such estimation. Thus, there is a lot of value in developing alter-
native sources of information that might be available to the robot
that could densify estimates from the traditional sources.



One potential source of such information are tactile sensors that
remain underexplored for the problem of the external contact lo-
calization. Tactile sensors are still in their infancy. As a result, their
application brings a lot of problems, such as hardware fragility,
poor understanding of signals, lack of intuition for analysis, and
absence of datasets. On the other hand, they gradually gain popular-
ity, because of a strong evidence in neuroscience [10, 14] about the
importance of tactile feedback for many manipulation related sce-
narios. Among others, BioTac [24] sensors have shown to contain
a lot of relevant information for many contact related properties,
which motivated us to leverage this sensor for our goal.

We use the representational power of neural networks to learn
the complex and unintuitive mapping from BioTac signals to rel-
ative locations and orientations of external contact point in the
wrist frame of the robot. We demonstrate that traditional fram-
ing of such problem as regression provides poor results due to a
possible ambiguity of such estimation resulting in regression av-
eraging. Therefore, we incorporate a more structured learning by
discretizing the continuous space and proposingmarginal classifiers
(separate classifiers for each dimension) to mitigate the problem of
the curse of dimensionality of the otherwise exponential number
of labels.

Our proposed solution shows that such simple structuring allows
us to significantly improve the estimation. We demonstrate that i)
neural networks have the best performance in comparison to other
state-of-the-art machine learning techniques, such as Gaussian
processes (GP) and Spatio-Temporal Hierarchical Matching Pursuit
(STHMP) [18]; and ii) we can reduce the localization error from
5cm to 2cm by structuring the problem as classification.

3 SPARSITY IN TASK SPECIFICATION
For a robot to do meaningful work in an environment and to adapt
to constantly changing tasks, it is crucial to have a simple and ro-
bust way of communicating the desired task to the robot. However,
this becomes increasingly harder with growing task complexity
that the robot has to perform. In recent years, deep reinforcement
learning (Deep RL) has enjoyed success in many different applica-
tions, including playing Atari games [19], controlling a humanoid
robot to perform various manipulation tasks [2, 3], and beating
the world champion in Go [22]. The success and wide range of use
cases of RL algorithms is partly due to the very general description
of the problem that RL aims to solve, i.e., to learn autonomous
behaviors given a high-level specification of a task by interacting
with the environment. Such high-level specification is provided by
a reward function, which must be sufficiently descriptive as well
as easy to optimize for an RL algorithm to learn efficiently. These
requirements make the design of the reward function challenging
in practice, creating a bottleneck for even a wider set of applications
for RL algorithms. As a result, RL often faces the problem of task
confusion and undesirable local minima, resulting in a wrong and
sub-optimal behavior. To overcome these challenges the problem of
designing a reward function has been tackled in various ways. They
include: i) learning the reward function from human demonstra-
tions in the field of inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) [1, 17], ii)
initializing the reinforcement learning process with demonstrations

in imitation learning [3, 15], and iii) creating reward shaping func-
tions that aim to guide the RL process to high-reward regions [2, 21].
Even though all of these methods have shown promising solutions
to some of the problems mentioned above, they present other sig-
nificant challenges such as the requirement of domain expertise or
access to demonstration data.

Ideally, one would like to learn from a simple sparse binary re-
ward that indicates the completion of the task. Such a reward signal
is natural for many goal-oriented tasks. It requires significantly
less engineering effort, and in some cases can be used to learn very
complicated skills from human feedback, where design of the re-
ward function is very hard [5] or in situation when the robot has
to be re-trained by nonprofessionals. Despite being attractive, this
type of reward functions creates significant difficulties for learning,
especially when data-greedy neural networks are used for learning
of policy representations. This is due to the fact that it is very un-
likely for an agent to generate the exact sequence of actions leading
to solving the task from random exploration [6] resulting in sparse
task specification and lack of feedback for policy learning.

Recent efforts focus on learning from such sparse reward signals
by exploiting a structured approach to task learning via construct-
ing a curriculum from a continuous set of tasks [9, 12]. The cur-
riculum structure exploits the simple intuition that tasks initialized
closer to the goal should be easier to solve. Proximity to the goal
is defined either explicitly [12] or through the a chain of random
actions needed to reach the state from the goal [9].

Nevertheless, all of these methods have a common disadvantage:
they are designed for either single-start or single-goal scenarios.
We address the situation in which the task contains both a contin-
uous set of goals and a continuous set of initial conditions, thus
broadening the applicability to a wide range of problems. To con-
struct the curriculum we exploit an approach of designing the task
learning in a form of cooperative game of two agents: the teacher
and the student. The teacher is responsible for task proposals, i.e.
it expands the growing region of states using random sampling,
whereas the student learns state transitions with sparse rewards.
Since the teacher-student setting resembles the idea of adversarial
training of two agents, it encounters similar problems. One of these
problems is balancing progress of the two agents during the train-
ing process. To overcome this problem, we apply the equilibrium
principle through balancing the success ratio for the student. To
implement this principle, we introduce a method of adaptively ad-
justing expansion of the growing region by controlling the teacher’s
sampling variance. Our variance adaptation algorithm is inspired
by the integral control law from classic control theory.

Our results show that we can effectively learn in environments
with continuous state, action spaces and multiple goals using sparse
rewards. On top of that, our algorithm demonstrates adaptation
to environments with diverse requirements for region growing
expansion, which avoids tedious variance tuning.

4 SPARSITY IN DYNAMICS MODELS
Real world robotic systems face the problem of safe and efficient
policy adaptation in the presence of unknown and changing dy-
namics. Safety is a strong limiting factor in acquiring data, such as
states and actions corresponding to wrong behavior (e.g. crashes)



that are essential for learning robust policies. In other words, safety
requirements create sparsity of failure data samples (both in terms
of observation/state space coverage and in terms of overall quantity)
that are essential for learning undesirable types of behavior.

To attack this problem we will use our idea of leveraging rep-
resentational power of neural networks to learn dynamics and
policies of arbitrary complexity and we will cast two types of priors
to exploit regularities of the problem. First, we would like to lever-
age recent advances in meta learning to create efficient priors on
learned parameters for rapid adaptation under sparse (limited) data
samples. Second, we will draw inspiration from the principle of
sparsemodel identification to find a hierarchy of neural models with
minimally needed complexity for efficient learning of dynamics
under constrained computational resources of robotics systems.

For the first part, we would like to utilize dynamics randomiza-
tion in simulation [20, 23, 25] and combine it with meta-learning [7,
8] for finding good initialization (prior) point in the parameter
space of the model and the policy. Dynamics randomization is a
concept of training a learner, such as a control policy, by constantly
randomizing dynamical systems within a certain domain. It helps
making the learner to be robust to dynamics perturbations, but
may not allow the best performance for a particular dynamical sys-
tem. Meta-learning (or learning to learn) is a family of algorithms
generating algorithms that can efficiently adapt within a certain
domain of tasks. Hence, this combination will enable i) learning
a safe exploration policy for a wide range of dynamical systems,
and ii) rapid adaptation of the target policy under just a few failure
examples sampled from a target dynamical system.

In addition to meta learning we will add structured hierarchy
of auxiliary controllers from simple to complex, where more com-
plex models would compensate for significantly smaller portion
of the control signal. This has a potential advantage of better sam-
ple efficiency of learning with separable models for different com-
plexity and degrees of approximation (depending on the hardware
resources available).

One interesting application of our approach is quick adaptation
of quadrotor control policy for a particular quadrotor model. The
main intuition of why such combination of techniques should help
in this application domain comes from several factors. First, it has
been already shown that it is possible to train a moderate stabi-
lizing controller for a quadrotor using reinforcement learning in
simulation and transfer it to a real system [13]. Their work assumes
that the dynamics in simulation reasonably match the real world. In
contrast, we seek for adaptation to completely unknown dynamics.
Second, the modern meta learning approaches are only capable of
adapting to tasks from the same or very similar domain. We see
that variations of quadrotor dynamics falls into this category. Third,
we can exploit the fact that for the sampling stage performed by the
exploration policy the main objective is system identification. In
other words, one does not need a good tracking controller for state
sampling, since the main goal is acquisition of a decent state distri-
bution in as safe manner as it is possible. Fourth, quadrotors retain a
lot of necessary properties: they have relatively complex dynamics
with underactuation and unstable states (meaning that applying
null action leads to an inevitable crash), they can tolerate some
limited number of crashes, they have constrained computational

resources, and their state representation could be relatively low di-
mensional. Thus, this platform proposes significant challenge while
retaining enough desired properties for inexpensive, but reliable
evaluation of the proposed approach.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we investigate how combination of learning complex
representations and structured priors can provide an effective so-
lution for adaptation of robotics systems under sparsity of direct
information. We investigate problems related to sparsity in different
sub-components of various robotics systems within the context of
specific robotics problems.

In the first part, we look at the problem of sparsity of infor-
mation for point-of-contact estimation that originated from the
absence of reliable measurements of other sensors. We propose to
utilize tactile measurements as a novel source of information about
external contact locations and orientations. We leverage the repre-
sentational power of neural networks and propose disretization and
marginalization of classifiers as a way of structuring the learning
problem.

In the second part, we look at the problem of sparsity of task
specification in the domain of reinforcement learning. Particularly,
we investigate a problem of learning complex policies under sparse
rewards. We use neural networks to represent the policy function
and we structure the learning algorithm in a form of curriculum
discovering cooperative game of two agents: the teacher agent and
the student. To balance the progress of the two agents we adjust the
teacher’s variance of exploration by using inspiration from control
theory.

In the third part, we look at the problem of sparsity of nega-
tive (failure) data samples for learning of complex control policies
under unknown dynamics imposed by safety requirements. We
investigate this problem in the context of end-to-end learning of a
quadrotor’s stabilizing controller with unknown dynamics model.
We leverage expressive power of deep neural networks to represent
the complex model dynamics and the policy. We use meta learning
in combination with dynamics randomization in simulation to dis-
cover optimal simulated priors for fast parameter adaptation. To
have flexible adaptation to computational constraints and further
improve on sample efficiency of learning we propose a hierarchy of
auxiliary error compensating models of increased representation
complexity. Finally, we train a special sampling policy whose pur-
pose is safe and efficient system identification to facilitate safety of
exploration.
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